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Abstract: Traveling through a transport network, or ordering and delivering packets, involves
fundamental decision-making processes which can be approached by game theory: Rather than
simply choosing a route, individuals need to evaluate routes in the presence of the congestion
resulting from the decisions made by themselves and everyone else. In this paper, a game theory
model for resolving route choices in transport network graphs is used. In the process of doing
this, discovering a rather unexpected result known as Braess’s paradox, which shows that adding
capacity to a network can sometimes actually cause congestion and an increase in transport costs. The
decisions are made by non-cooperative players in a game theory environment known as prisoner’s
dilemma. These methods are used to analyze routing problems by competing logistics operators
on the transport network consisting of three Eastern Adriatic ports and an intermodal terminal in
Budapest. The congestion game can be used in route selection regarding a decrease in transport costs
for the carriers who are considered as rational players choosing the most sustainable solution.
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1. Introduction
The Nobel Memorial Prize in Economic Sciences (commonly referred to as the Nobel
Prize in Economics) in 1994 went to two mathematicians and one economist: (1) John Forbes
Nash, (2) Reinhard Selten, and (3) John Charles Harsany. The committee reasoned that an
advanced game theory and its application in economic science has significant utility for
professionals and the general public. We can declare that today’s science is unimaginable
after this great success in accepting game theory without using different game theory
approaches. As known, a game consists of a set of players, a set of strategies for each player,
and a utility function for each player, which is defined based on combinations of strategies
by all players. It is important to emphasize that each player’s choice can affect not only
them but also the other players [1].
John Nash proved that there is a balance in games involving n players. Or, to put
it more precisely, he proved that every finite game of strategy (normal) form has an
equilibrium mixed strategy. Nash’s equilibrium is achieved by seeking each player’s best
response to his opponent’s given actions (strategies) [2].
The concept of equilibrium is borrowed from the natural sciences and invokes the
connotation of the game of equilibrium between opposing forces. However, since we do
not have general convergence results, even if we agree with the model assumption, there is
no guarantee that what we observe actually matches the equilibrium. Thus, the first player
will often play irrationally and choose the second strategy to make sure it will not be a
big loss.
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Nash has proven that every finite non-cooperative game has a solution. The solution
does not have to exist in the form of a pure strategy. It does not have to be unique, and it
does not have to be effective in Pareto’s sense. There are many examples in game theory
that proves Nash equilibrium does not have to be unique: Pure coordination, the battle
of the sexes, deer hunting, etc. [3]. Soon it was stated in the literature that the game
equilibrium may not necessarily be the best choice, for example, in the game of “prisoner’s
dilemma” [4]. The basic premise of Nash equilibrium is that player decisions are rational.
Modern game theory is actively addressing the problem of bounded rationality [5].
Albert W. Tucker formalized the game with prison sentences and payouts, and he
named it prisoner’s dilemma. The prisoner’s dilemma as a game has attracted many game
theory scholars’ attention because it is applicable in various scientific fields. To illustrate
this situation, let us consider a two-player game with a sum different from zero (bimatrix
game). Make two strategies available to the first player and also two strategies to the
second player. It is easy to determine equilibrium by game payouts if, according to each
strategy of the first player, the second leaves with the best possible strategy [4].
Game theory models are based upon the mathematical knowledge and intuition of a
researcher about what is relevant for the specific situation and what is not [1]. A successful
application of such a model in analyzing certain transport issues is shown through this
paper’s analyzed problem. The initial assumptions about players, or carriers, are that they
are not in complete conflict in the process of determining routes through the game theory
approach. An example from three seaports is observed: From Trieste, Koper, and Rijeka,
cargo should be transported to the intermodal distribution center in Budapest. Conflicts, in
this case, arise when a large number of transport network users create congestion using
the same part of the transport network, which has the lowest transport costs for carriers.
Coordinated use of the network can relieve congestions and increase overall flow by
transferring from road to the railway, which results in a shorter total retention time for all
network users or a reduction in total costs [6].
This paper shows that by choosing the cheapest route, we can influence congestion,
and the estimated costs will be significantly higher. The selection of the optimal route
must be chosen in a way that follows the decisions of other carriers, and game theory
has proven to be an excellent tool for such a decision-making process. Game theory is
based on the fact that the result of the game does not depend on only one player, which
we see in the example shown. By changing the route in order to reduce transport costs, an
individual carrier actually increases the estimated costs and increases the costs of other
carriers that have already used that route of the transport network. By applying Nash
Equilibrium, we obtain an optimal route plan for all the railway undertakings that have
been analyzed as each of their selfish game results in increases in cost. All of the above
points to the importance of analyzing all stakeholders in the transportation system at a
particular location in order to determine the cheapest route. Analyzing only the price of
the trip, the estimated costs will not be accurate.
Most scientific papers use mathematical models to determine routes and choose
the optimal path, but authors do not analyze the selection of routes of other players or
competitors. Thus the optimal path can be different in a real environment, as shown in
this paper.
Perfectly rational and intellectually equal partners are what separates game theory
from practice. The theory completely disregards players’ individuality, even though knowledge, intelligence, and character traits affect the final negotiation outcome in real-world
situations. The theoretical solution is based solely on the specificity of a conflict situation. Making business decisions in a real-world environment is connected with bounded
rationality. Researchers apply game theory to business systems and model assumptions
about player limitations related to player memory, their perception, knowledge, ability to
process information, and then analyze how these limitations affect player behavior and
game score. Game theory must include psychological elements in its framework to allow a
more realistic interpretation of the decision maker’s actual choice. The decision must be
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based on a solid empirical basis. Psychological studies related to decision-making in game
theory should serve as a basis for establishing regularity in participants’ behavior in the
game and a deeper understanding of bounded rationality.
2. Literature Review
As stated previously, game theory enters the decision-making process step by step
and in the transport planning process. Pinakpani et al. [7], in their research for the pollution segment in the collaborative game, use a theoretical approach, as Shapley value is
proposed for improved decision-making. The research proposes the need and method to
enhance hinterland connectivity using a scalable greedy algorithm tested with coal and
bulk cargo real-time data. Interesting results are found in research by Mahmoudi et al. [8],
who developed game-network data envelopment analysis (DEA) considering the transport
system’s sustainability. When constructing the game strategy, the authors took into account
the following aspects of (1) economic, (2) social, and (3) environmental analyses in the transport system. The proposed model was applied to a real case study of an urban transport
network. Zhang et al. [9] analyzed a typical water-rail-road (WRR) intermodal transport
network. Considering the decentralized decision-making process, it was interpreted that
the incentive contract design problem for the WRR intermodal transport could be presented
as a Stackelberg game. To comply with the results, a simulation example investigated
the impact of asymmetric information on the optimal time-based incentive contracts and
identified the value of the WRR intermodal transport value. A novel approach using game
theory by Bekius et al. [10] has been introduced to compare different outcomes in a unique
development case. In large infrastructural systems, the decision-making process is too complex. The authors also concluded that those game theory concepts explained the different
outcomes in a Dutch railway sector’s unique development case. The conclusion stated
clearly that the game theory approach could reveal the hidden actor and context dynamics
of the process, which provides an action perspective. In research that tackles car travel
challenges, Dogterom et al. [11] have reviewed empirical research and in-depth analysis
of relevant behavioral approaches. A game theory approach presents a helpful tool for
studying multiple decision-maker’s choices in a framework in which payoffs are dependent
on the choices of others included in the market. In a survey of intelligent transport systems,
Rizk et al. [12] main focus was on the decision-making process. The main reasons for that
approach were an integral part of intelligent agents and multi-agent systems that allow
such systems to accomplish increasingly complex tasks. In this survey, the authors have
investigated different approaches and game theory to value intelligent transport systems’
different components. Butsenko [13] conducted detailed research regarding investment
planning optimization based on the game theory approach. The algorithm combines the
methods of matrix games. The methodology is tested on the example of the passenger
transport enterprise where obtained results show the effectiveness of using the game theory
approach for optimizing the management of investment processes. Another approach
for game theory has been introduced by Huang [14] for bidding decisions in engineering.
The approach is based on the static game theory. In the proposed model, game participants’ effectiveness and the objective function are the main constraints as price quotation
characteristics. The results can give a better understanding of investment decisions in
engineering management. Pašagić Škrinjar et al. [15] present how additional information is
included in the game theory approach in order to make the optimal decision. In general,
the game theory approach of selecting the destination terminal has been processed. The
numerical example has been presented for a better explanation of the selection procedure
for urban transport planning. Complex research about non-cooperative game theory’s
applicability in transport analysis has been made in Hollander and Prashker [16]. This
research presents insights concerning the relations between transport models and games.
In addition, the difference was between games that make a conceptual contribution and
games suitable for the application. One of the interesting conclusions is that symmetric
game structures make remarkable observations but often do not support actual decision-
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making. Very often, in practical logistics, business players are using different auction
systems. In research, Gansterer and Hartl [17] investigate the combinatorial auction system
with special attention to the first step of auction where it is necessary that carriers have to
decide on the set of requests offered to the auction. Their research shows that a Prisoners’
Dilemma can be constructed, but the computational study revealed the opposite. The
research participants reduced their share of gained collaboration profits if they deviate
from the jointly agreed selection rule. This can be an important and insightful finding of the
practical applicability of auction-based trading mechanisms in collaborative transportation.
Di Febbraro et al. [18] proposed a modeling framework for cooperation in intermodal
freight transport chains as multi-actor systems. They developed a discrete event model,
optimizing the system on a rolling horizon basis to account for intermodal freight transport
operations dynamics. The modelling framework is developed based on the possibility
of exchanging information in real-time and afterward forming freight corridors, along
which all freight movements are planned and monitored. The result of research that it is
possible to achieve a minimum delay in the distribution of freight in the whole network,
without or with little increase in transport costs. In intermodal transport, dry ports are
playing a crucial role in future development [19]. The new focus on strategic investment of
the port–hinterland container transport network is resilience. Chen et al. [20] conducted
research using a network game theory approach to investigate players’ strategic investment in a port–hinterland container transport network to enhance network resilience to
man-made unconventional emergency events by reducing vulnerability. Their research
focused on complex business relationships among players in their strategic investment
decisions and behavior. They proposed some interesting, useful managerial insights to
establish a port–hinterland container transport network that was less vulnerable and more
resilient to a potential man-made unconventional emergency. Jamali and Rasti-Barzoki [21]
did interesting research combining decreasing carbon emission and delivery time using
a game-theoretic approach for using it in supply chain management. They developed
three scenarios: (1) Centralized game is considered in which the manufacturers cooperate, (2) decentralized game where manufacturers are leaders, and the other players are
followers, (3) decentralized game where the third-party logistics is the leader, and the
other players are followers. The results indicate that competition between the supply chain
members is necessary to create a sustainable supply chain because cooperation among the
supply chain members leads to a decrease in the supply chain’s sustainability indices.
With a comprehensive analysis of previous literature and interesting conclusions in
each literature, further research in the game theory approach could be a novel and suitable
step in different transport planning processes. In our research, we apply the game theory
approach for decision-making analyzing sustainable routing problems for the intermodal
transport network.
3. Rational Choice in Game Theory Environment
As stated earlier, the main premise of the Nash equilibrium is the rational choice of
players. The question is, what is meant by rational? Most game theory authors link rational
decision-making to feasibility and desirability. In the literature, separating feasibility from
desirability would be rational for most people [22].
Rational decision-making is not completely clearly defined, thus this concept should
be given special attention as a fundamental concept in game theory.
In most game theory textbooks, the key term is rational when opposing players
considering other players’ actions, and each player chooses its best strategy (the one
that brings the greatest benefit). Classical decision theory makes no distinction between
maximizing utility and minimizing harm as objectives of the function.
Providing the following definition of rationality: [23] “a player is rational if he or she
has properly defined goals (or preferences) from a set of possible outcomes and applies the
best possible strategy to achieve those goals.”
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It could be said that the term rational means that each player has a consistent set
of values or payoffs for all possible outcomes and chooses a strategy that best serves
his interests, or the game is rational when players choose a strategy to maximize their
payoffs safely.
In game theory, the well-known game is a prisoner’s dilemma. What is so striking
about this game is the fact that each player does what is rational to itself, but the result
does not turn out to be rational for them as a group.
The rational choice might be called constraint optimization in “mathematical language,” a selected variant that maximizes utility (goal or payoff function), considering the
constraints given.
It can be observed that for a well-defined constraint optimization problem, there can
be a large number of constraints that collectively define the achievable set but only one
objective function (utility function maximized or damage function minimized). Of course,
there are many goals and criteria by which decisions are evaluated in real life. However,
until these criteria are reduced to a single objective function, the goals are not well defined
for decision-makers.
It is important not to forget the difference between feasibility and desirability. The
mathematical model may be useful to take some utility criteria as “constraints,” but this
should be considered a heuristic that helps reduce the set of relevant variants and simplifies
the utility function’s specifications [22].
Constraints regarding this study can be seen in container carriers who choose terminals
based on their productivity and, consequently, shorter stay in the port [24]. At the same
time, ships are increasing in size, with more than double in capacity than a decade ago.
Such ship daily operational costs are also double; carriers and terminal operators follow
the same goal of a ship’s minimal stay in the system. Very often, such requests are included
in commercial agreements between carriers and terminal operators [25].
4. Decision-Making Process in Game Theory
Deciding in uncertain conditions is a very important factor in today’s business processes of an individual company. Due to lack of information and the unknown future state
of the environment, decision-makers find themselves very ungrateful. Applying different
decision criteria facilitates the decision-making process.
Risk decision-making involves a situation in which several relevant conditions are
likely to be known to decision-makers (if not known, it is assumed that they can be
reasonably estimated with reasonable probability).
The criterion for choosing a variant in such situations is often the expected value of
utility. In game theory, deciding on conditions of uncertainty is a game against nature.
In the mid-eighteenth century, Daniel Bernoulli proposed the idea that people maximize expected utility rather than value. He suggested that if we wanted to predict human
behavior, it would be better for us to calculate the expected value of the monetary value
utility rather than the expected value of choice [22]. Putting utility into a weighted sum
allows for much more freedom. Maximizing expected utility can explain much more than
maximizing expected payoffs.
Authors [26] claim that risk aversion is the predominant occurrence in the gain domain
and risk-seeking is in the loss domain. They also claimed that a reluctance to lose could
make people risk a greater loss accordingly to reconciling with a safe smaller loss.
Prisoner’s dilemma, as the most well-known and fundamental problem of game theory,
shows a situation in which cooperation between two players is impossible even when it is
in their interest in cooperation to be realized. This game’s idea and structure were devised
in the 1950s by Merrill Flood and Melvin Dresher as part of RAND Corporation’s research
to apply to a global nuclear strategy.
In the original game of the prisoner’s dilemma, police question two suspects for involvement in a felony, but there is not enough evidence to charge any of them. The tests
are performed in separate rooms, and neither of them knows how the test of the other
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is progressing. Since the moves are hidden, a game model with simultaneous moves is
suitable even when the tests are not performed simultaneously.
The suspects have two options, admit or deny involvement in the crime. If none of
the suspects pleads guilty, the police cannot prove their guilt, but they can charge them
with a minor crime, for which they have evidence. Prisoners are in doubt because if one of
them confesses and the other does not, the one who confessed will be released, while the
other who did not confess will receive a maximum sentence of 10 years in prison. If no one
admits to the crime, everyone will get a year in prison for a minor offense. If both confess
to the crime, each will receive 5 years in prison. Everyone is in a dilemma about whether
to admit a crime or not. If this is understood as a game, the question that arises is how the
suspects will behave [3].
The prisoner’s dilemma says that psychologists should be included in game theory
decision-making processes. The problem with the prisoner’s dilemma is that the prisoners
are not loyal to each other, they are distrustful and selfish, and the problem could be solved
in favor of prisoners if they only believed one another a little bit without thinking about
selfish motives.
The main point of the prisoner’s dilemma is that there are numerous social interaction
situations in which individual rationality does not lead to group rationality. There are a
number of examples in the social sciences that the desire could not have been achieved—it
was not feasible because of human nature.
When playing against nature, it is usually assumed that every state of nature is equally
likely. The goal for the player playing against nature may minimize the risk in a way to
ensure the highest possible reliable profit. Risk-based decision-making is realistic to expect
in everyday life, and risk can most easily be defined as the product of the probability of an
observed event and the quantitative value of that event. The prisoner’s dilemma with the
investigated suspects is shown in the following example, where the first players’ strategies
are rows and the second players’ strategies are columns [15].
Table 1 shows three payoff matrices:
Table 1. Prisoner’s dilemma, payoff matrices in prison years.
(a)
admit
deny

admit
(1, 1)
(0, 10)

(b)
deny
(10, 0)
(5, 5)

admit
deny

admit
(0.20, 0.20)
(0, 2)

(c)
deny
(8, 0)
(4, 4)

admit
deny

admit
(0.8, 0.8)
(0, 8)

deny
(2, 0)
(1, 1)

Source: authors.

(a)
(b)

Payoff matrix (years of imprisonment) for different combinations of the first and
second player strategies.
The first player assumes a probability of 20% where the second player will choose:
i. The “Deny” strategy (payoff matrix in Table 1b favors to Nash equilibrium),
ii. “admit-admit “equilibrium.

(c)

If the first player is sure with a probability of 80%, the second player will choose:
i. The “Deny” strategy (the payoff matrices in Table 1c pulls other player),
ii. The “Deny” strategy.

That kind of decision-making can be used in transport network planning by adding
ponders, which can be generated by multiplying base parameters with capacity, distances,
traveling time, etc. Adding extra capacity to the transport network when the moving
entities (players) selfishly choose their route can reduce overall performance.
4.1. Transport Network Graph in Normal and Extensive Form
In the literature, the appearance of reduced performance is called Braess’s paradox,
credited to the German mathematician Dietrich Braess [27]. The cause in reduction is that
such a system’s Nash equilibrium is not necessarily an optimal result.
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The paradox is stated as follows [28]: “For each point of a road network, let there
be given the number of cars starting from it and the destination of the cars. Under these
conditions, one wishes to estimate the distribution of traffic flow. Whether one street is
preferable to another depends not only on the quality of the road but also on the density
of the flow. If every driver takes the path that looks most favorable to him, the resultant
running times aren’t minimal. Furthermore, it is indicated by an example that an extension
of the road network may cause a redistribution of the traffic flow that results in longer
individual running times”.
Figure 1 is a representation of a transportation network by a directed graph: Consider
the edges to be railways and the nodes to be ports and terminals where you can get on or
off a particular route. There are two particular nodes, which we will call A and B, and we
will assume everyone wants to travel from A to B. Finally, each edge has a designated travel
time that depends on the amount of traffic it contains. To make this concrete, consider the
graph as a version of Braess’s paradox. The label on each edge gives the travel time (in
minutes) when there are x carriers using the edge. In this simplified example, the A–D
and C–B edges are insensitive to congestion: Each takes 45 min to traverse regardless of
the amount of traffic on them. On the other hand, the A–C and D–B edges are highly
sensitive to congestion: For each one, it takes x/100 min to traverse when there are x
carriers using the edge. Now, suppose that 4000 carriers want to get from A to B. There
are two possible routes that each carrier can choose: The upper route through C, or the
lower route through D. For example, if each carrier takes the upper route (through C), then
the total travel time for everyone is 85 min, since 4000/100 + 45 = 85. The same is true if
everyone takes the lower route. On the other hand, if the carriers divide up evenly between
the two routes, thus that each carry 2000 units, then the total travel time on both routes is
2000/100 + 45 = 65 [29].

Figure 1. Version of the transport network and equilibrium route selection. Source: [29].

4.2. Transformation of the Game from Normal to Extensive Form
Simultaneous games shown in tabular or matrix form are called games in normal
or strategic form. Let the game in normal form be shown in Table 2. Accordingly, two
players who have two strategies at their disposal are playing a game, which is presented
with the available strategies. Payments are functions of selected strategies shown in
Equation (1) [15]:
(aij , bij ) = f (Ai , Bj )
(1)
Table 2. The game in bimatric form.

A1
A2
Source: [15].

B1

B2

(a11 , b11 )
(a21 , b21 )

(a12 , b12 )
(a22 , b22 )
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This game in extensive form is generated assuming the first player plays first. The
game is shown in extensive form in Figure 2. First, the moves of the first player are
presented, then the moves of the second player, final nodes, and payouts of the game are
added as the end nodes.

Figure 2. Game in extensive form. Source: [15].

Every final game of strategic (normal) form has an equilibrium mixed strategy. In the
literature on Game Theory, this remained known as Nash equilibrium. Deviation of any
player from the strategy contained in the concept of Nash’s equilibrium cannot lead to an
improvement in his position if other players adhere to their equilibrium strategies. Nash’s
equilibrium is reached by looking for the best response of each player to the given actions
(strategies) of his opponents [15].
Drivers have no incentive to change their routes when making decisions [30]. If the
system is not in a Nash equilibrium, selfish drivers must be able to improve their respective
travel times by changing the routes they take [31]. In the case of Braess’s paradox, drivers
will continue to switch until they reach Nash equilibrium, despite the reduction in overall
performance. If the latency functions are linear, then adding an upper value can never
make total travel time at equilibrium worse by a factor of more than 43 [32].
The problem can be introduced through the game-theoretic aspect by developing
a transport network model and responding to traffic congestion. The directed graph
represents a transport network: Considering the edges as roads (highways) and the nodes
as exits where you can get on or off a particular road. Each edge has a designated travel
time that depends on the amount of traffic it contains and transport costs [33].
5. Coordinated Use of the Transport Network
Game theory can be applied in a transport model where players correspond to the
drivers and logistic operators. Each player’s possible strategies consist of the possible
routes from edge to edge. In more extensive networks, there could be many strategies
for each player. The payoff for an individual player is negative when travel times are
considered bad [33]. Independently operating carriers often achieve worse economic
results than they would by forming a coalition with other carriers. In [34], with the Braess’s
paradox’s help, losses incurred by the selfish or uncoordinated actions of participants on
the transport network are described, known in the literature, as the “price of anarchy.”
There are numerous studies regarding the price of anarchy in logistics operators proving
that rational moves can minimize the price of transport, reducing delivery time and
carbon emissions [17–21].
To present the congestion game in this paper, the model of container transport costs of
competing carriers on the transport network is observed (Figure 3). Carriers in terminals
initialize the transport demand by making a freight delivery plan by booking the train
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route with the least number of stops or direct routes. If the train is at maximal load capacity,
carriers can play the next move in choosing the route with minimal transport costs or
equilibrium, where decreasing the cost is no longer possible. A rail route is selected if there
is no congestion on the edges.

Figure 3. The framework of the decision-making process in intermodal network congestion game.
Source: Authors.

The example of a railway network connecting three ports and the Budapest terminal
must be described by the corridor’s geographical and transport features with a certain
level of intermodal integration of the network. Included infrastructure is located within the
Mediterranean and Baltic-Adriatic Corridor and described with its handling characteristics
in the paper’s proceeding.
5.1. Geographical Position and Berth Productivity of Ports
The analyzed transport network is located on the Mediterranean Corridor, which is the
central east-west axis in the Trans-European Transport Network (TEN-T) south of the Alps.
The corridor primarily consists of road and rail, aside from the Po River, several canals in
Northern Italy, and the Rhone River from Lyon to Marseille. The corridor is approximately
3000 km long and provides a multimodal link for the Western Mediterranean ports with
the EU’s center. It also creates an east-west link through the southern part of the EU,
contributes to a modal shift from road to rail in sensitive areas such as the Pyrenees and the
Alps, and connects some of the major urban areas of the EU with high-speed trains [34].
The Port of Trieste is in the Gulf of Trieste on the Adriatic coast in the coastal zone
of the north-eastern part of the Adriatic. In Trieste, the main maritime longitudinal traffic
route meets the land routes from Central Europe, or the Baltic-Adriatic and Mediterranean
corridors, enabling the port’s quality connection with other European cities through a
single Trans-European network. More than 400 trains a month connect Trieste with the
manufacturing and industrial areas of north-eastern Italy and Central Europe, with various
destinations such as Germany, Austria, the Czech Republic, Hungary, Switzerland, and
Luxembourg highly developed and organized hinterland. The good railway connection
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of Trieste with the hinterland of Europe has placed the port among the twenty strongest
in Europe. The terminal’s current capacity is 900,000 TEU units per 400,000 m2 , allowing
cargo flow growth without any risk of congestion or bottleneck formation [35].
The Port of Koper is the only Slovenian port of strategic interest, given that it is located
on two Trans-European corridors, the Mediterranean and the Baltic-Adriatic corridor.
The port is managed by “Luka Koper d.d.”, a joint-stock company that manages and
develops 12 specialized terminals. In 2018, the port achieved the best result in TEU
units’ trans-shipment compared to other northern Adriatic ports. The port handles the
transshipment of all types of containers, and its success is greatly aided by regular rail
links with the countries of Central and Eastern Europe. The terminal has regular weekly
lines to the Far, Middle East, and the Red Sea and is connected via feeder service with
important hub (consolidation) ports in the Mediterranean that have regular connections to
all continents [36].
The Port of Rijeka is a port of special international importance and has the status of
an open port for international and domestic public transport, which is of great economic
importance for Croatia. The port is in the north of the Adriatic Sea in the Kvarner Bay
and is the Mediterranean Corridor’s main port. The port is connected to this corridor via
the railway line Rijeka–Zagreb–Budapest. The Mediterranean Corridor is also connected
by the route Zagreb–Zidani Most (Slovenia), through which the port of Rijeka can be
connected to the Baltic–Adriatic Corridor. The Kvarner Bay is naturally sheltered from
adverse weather conditions by large island series. The total turnover in the period from
2014 to 2018 increased by 4.8 million tons [37].
Considering the study of four Eastern Adriatic container terminals (CTs) shows that
the terminals took different development decisions in the last decade. The Port of Koper
significantly increased its throughput through minimal investment in berth lengthening
and presently uses the shortest berth length among the four CTs. According to the compared data of global CTs (Table 3), this is a limiting element in further throughput increase,
especially because two mother vessels (300 m in length) cannot be served simultaneously.
In addition, the STS crane productivity of 12.22 TEU movements per hour is very high,
and in case the terminal follows the strategy to supersede the early throughput of 1 to
1.2 million TEU, new investments in STS cranes will be necessary.
Table 3. Berth subsystem productivity increase of ports in 2006 and 2016.

1

Seaport
Terminal

Throughput
Change [TEU]

Length Change
[m]

TEU/Berth Length
[%]

TEU/Crane
Hour [%]

Trieste
Koper 1
Rijeka

+228,830
+625,806
+83,011

−650
+146
+159

275.66
191.29
40.36

103.70
92.90
87.94

4 new STS cranes. Source: [6].

The CT in Trieste made significant changes in terminal structure and technology.
By this, the terminal is achieving significantly higher levels of productivity, but at the
same time, it has margins for berth utilization and productivity increase. The difference
is particularly evident in STS crane productivity. Installed capacity runs around 30%
below the level on the same number of STS cranes. Consequently, the terminal has the
infrastructure and superstructure for higher yearly throughput.
The CT in Rijeka has made important investments in the last 10 years, and the restructuring of the terminal is ongoing. With almost the same berth length as used by the Koper
terminal, the terminal at Brajdica achieves three-times lower berth utilization. The number
of STS cranes is in line with the average, but their productivity is about 20% lower. On this
basis, the terminal has infrastructural and superstructural overcapacity, but a good basis
for the throughput increase in the coming years should be the utilization of this terminal as
the gateway for the Central European markets [6].
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5.2. Congestion Game in Selecting Railway Routes
Through the specific example of rail cargo transport from three ports to a particular
distribution center, it was shown that it is possible to find the lowest cost of transport
per train on different routes for each freight carrier, considering terminal handling costs
(THC) on the network. The data for THC values from all three ports were obtained by
the port authorities, and the average value of all costs is 175 €/TEU, which is a constant
value used in this case study because of the data confidentiality [35–37]. Game theory is
used for analyzing possibilities, and the assumption is that players, or carriers, are not in
complete conflict. In the process of determining routes, conflicts arise when a large number
of transport network users create congestion using the same part of the transport network.
Coordinated use of the transport network can relieve congested roads and increase overall
flow by transferring to the railway, which results in a shorter total retention time for all
network users or a reduction in total costs.
An example from three ports is observed: From Trieste, Koper, and Rijeka, cargo
should be transported to the intermodal distribution center in Budapest. Figure 4 shows
multiple connections between nodes on the transport network obtained from QGIS software, with added costs in euros per train, in which cargo is loaded in 20 equivalent unit
(TEU) containers. Edges of the transport network are shown as straight lines as the network is intermodal, and the costs of transport and container handling are obtained by the
intermodal terminals.

Figure 4. Congestion game—intermodal connections with appropriate costs [€/train]. Source: Authors.

Using game theory as assumptions in calculating costs in railway transport is manifested as follows:
1.
2.
3.

Congestion exists only on routes between ports and Budapest,
There is no congestion between ports,
Each transport on the route between port and Budapest is one player.
Therefore, Equation (2) shows the cost for players involved:


€
r
C = ctrainkm ·l + THC · Nk
train

where is:
ctrainkm —cost of train kilometer [€/trainkm];
l—rail distance [km];
THC—terminal handling cost [€/TEU];

(2)
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Nkt —number of containers per train [TEU/train].
With the following constraints:
Nkr ≤ Nkmax

(3)

Nkmax —maximum number of containers per train [TEU];
Nkr —real number of containers on a train [TEU].
In Table 4, certain parameters are shown, and it can be seen that the train costs per
kilometer are the lowest from Koper regarding the total distance. Overall, the lowest
transport costs are from Rijeka, but TEUs’ maximal load per train is lower than on the
other routes.
Table 4. A numerical example of the game parameters with a maximal load of the train.
Rail Route

Ctrainkm
[€/train km]

l
[km]

THC
[€/TEU]

Max Load
[TEU/Train]

Trieste–Budapest
Koper–Budapest
Rijeka–Budapest

1.81
1.75
1.63

650
663
592

175
175
175

75
75
65

Source: [38,39].

Calculating the cost of transport between ports by rail, costs have the following values [38,39]:

•
•

Trieste–Koper = 148.43 €;
Koper–Rijeka = 172.60 €.

Players are not in complete conflict, and their goal is to keep the total cost to a
minimum. Since each player’s starting points are not the same, the routes each can choose
are different. The only criterion for selecting a route in the game from the example is the
cost of transport, thus holding off is actually the cost of using that transport network. In
the initial congestion game (Figure 5a), carriers from all three ports use Budapest’s direct
connections. Other scenario options are shown in Figure 5b,c. If the Trieste carrier sees the
possibility of improvement as a cost reduction in the game, he will change the route through
Rijeka. By changing his strategy, the Trieste carrier reduces its retention of decreasing costs,
but in doing so, he increases the retention of the Rijeka carrier. The total cost of all three
players in the congestion game, after the Trieste carrier’s improved move, has increased,
and it is called the price of anarchy—a cost incurred due to lack of coordination and selfish
action by the players. A carrier from Koper can also see the possibility of cheaper transport
via Rijeka. By changing its route, the Koper carrier increases transport costs to Trieste
carriers to costs greater than Budapest’s direct route. Therefore, Trieste players can improve
their costs by reversing the strategy and choosing an initial, direct route to Budapest.
The problem can be seen as an extensive form of play. Each carrier chooses a logical
strategy, which is shown in Figure 6.
In this state of the game, no carrier has the ability to cut costs by changing their route,
thus the game is in Nash equilibrium. In addition, there is no combination of strategies
where all players’ total cost is less than the total cost in the Nash equilibrium, or in the case
of a congestion game, there is no price of anarchy. There is no combination of choice of
route for which the total cost would be less than 37,514 €/train. The Nash equilibrium is
for the choice of route: Trieste-Koper-Rijeka-Budapest.
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(a)
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Figure 5. A second (a), third (b), and fourth (c) scenarios of route choice in a congestion game. Source: Authors.

The problem can be seen as an extensive form of play. Each carrier chooses a logical

Figure 5. A second (a), third (b), and fourth (c) scenarios of route choice in a congestion game.
strategy, which is shown in Figure 6.
Source: Authors.

Figure 6. Extensive form of carrier game from Trieste, Koper, and Rijeka. Source: Authors.

Figure 6. Extensive form of carrier game from Trieste, Koper, and Rijeka. Source: Authors.
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costs from Koper to Rijeka are higher than from Trieste to Koper. Comparing all possible
route choices with reasonable costs by game theory approach, Nash equilibrium is in the
lowest cost, but with a lower maximal load of TEUs on the train by which carriers should
cooperate and transport the goods starting from the port of Trieste to the port of Koper, to
the port of Rijeka, to Budapest terminal, resulting in decreasing costs of transport from 4.2%
to 9.3%. Smaller volume and more frequent transports coordinated network utilization
and better cargo flow result in increased savings in transport costs, with removing road
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bottlenecks and congestions with a greener environmental impact. Future research should
analyze the change in THC values, cost of the fees, and the maximum number of TEUs on
the train. These elements are constants in this study because they appear in the 10-year data
as the most common average value. Those values are otherwise variables, thus in further
research, the direction is to conduct research with variable inputs when selecting routes.
The game theory approach also suggests further research in decision-making processes and
the use of the public transport network, connecting northern Adriatic ports with Eastern
Europe, or serving as a transit point.
7. Conclusions
Game theory provides us with a powerful tool to think more clearly and reduce the
number of scenarios to a rational scale, resulting in faster calculations. Analytical thinking
is extremely useful in determining a set of reasonable possible outcomes. Game theory
helps in making decisions that must result in an effective outcome. The strategy decision
maker is rational and will always choose a rational outcome. The rational choice is the one
that gives the most in a particular situation but by no means goes into the area of risk.
The paper points to some specifics of rational choice theory. A rational decision is
not clear in itself, different decision-makers may perceive it differently. Rational decisionmaking also affects the psychological states of the decision-maker. The paper points to the
example of the prisoner’s dilemma that an individual’s rational thinking does not lead
to a Pareto effective outcome. It is recommended that the probability of a single decision
is introduced in the payoff matrix. By using a combinatorial mechanism, it is analyzed
whether collaboration partners are facing a Prisoner dilemma. This paper shows that
independently from coalition partners’ behavior, participants reduce their share of gained
collaboration profits if they deviate from the jointly agreed selection rule.
Terminals have possibilities for berth utilization and productivity improvement without further investments in infrastructure and decreasing the THC. This is valid for the
Trieste and Rijeka while the container terminal at Koper works at the upper limit, where
further investments in berth extension and crane modernization are needed to maintain
the positive trend of the yearly throughput increase.
It has been shown in the concrete example of freight transport that the coordinated
use of the transport network leads to the minimization of the total costs. In the example
shown, the carriers are trying to reduce their transport costs, but this leads them to “price
of anarchy,” and traffic congestion is created, resulting in an increase in the transport costs
to all carriers. Applying game theory, all the players (the carriers) choose the only correct
decision: The coordinated use of the transport network, in this case, the railway network.
That is the optimal solution that gives the lowest cost to all carriers. In this example,
irrespective of the player’s initial irrationality, an equilibrium result can be achieved only
through rational moves.
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